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Abstrat
We analyze a random resistor-indutor-apaitor (RLC) lattie model of 2 di-
mensional metal-insulator omposites. The results are ompared with Bruggeman's
and Landauer's Eetive Medium Approximations preditions where a disrepany
was observed for some frequeny zones. Suh a disrepany is mainly aused by the
strong ondutivity utuations. Indeed, a two-branhes distribution is observed
for low frequenies. We show also that at pc the so-alled Drude peak vanish by
inreasing the system size and inrease for vanishing losses.
Keywords: ondutivity, omposites, resistor networks, perolation.
1 Introdution
The optial properties of omposite materials are very dierent from those of their
onstituents partiularly in metal insulator omposites [1, 2℄. Theses dierenes
are mainly observed at perolation threshold pc at whih one of the two ompo-
nents of the omposite rst forms a onneted path extending through the sys-
tem [3℄. Bruggeman's and Landauer's Eetive Medium Aproximation (BEMA [4℄,
LEMA [5℄) provides the most useful way to desribe these properties.
Zeng et al. [6℄, following the work of Koss and Stroud [7℄, analyzed the optial
properties of a two-dimensional normal-metal-insulator omposite.
They found a surfae plasmon resonane peak of the real part of the ondutivity
for various onentrations above and below pc in agreement with LEMA. For dc
ase, Watson and Leath [8℄ gave equation to orret the slope of the urve at the
ritial onentration. Koss and Stroud generalized this equation to their ac prob-
lem. The so-alled surfae plasmon modes are known to be an important absorption
mehanism in random metal-insulator omposites [9℄. Drude peak, orresponding
to nonzero d ondutivity at and above pc was also found. This peak is due at pc to
the nite size eets and is expeted by Koss and Stroud to vanish in the limit of in-
nite systems. For system size 100×100 Zeng hose a harateristi relaxation time
value of 10 in RLC systems orresponding to a large loss in the metalli omponent
R = 10−1 (τ = L/R). For vanishing losses the loal eld and the ac ondutivity
utuations are strong mainly at perolation threshold pc [10, 11℄. Thus alulations
for only 5 samples, as done by Zeng, for vanishing losses, will not be statistially
suient.
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Zeng et al. used Frank and Lobb algorithm [12℄, for frequenies ranged from 10−2
to 1 (expressed in units of the plasmon frequeny ωp). This algorithm is very fast
but based on many division operations, whih auses a numerial instabilities both
for smaller frequenies and losses. In order to ompute the eetive ondutivity
for the orresponding 2d resistor network for smaller frequenies and losses, we use
a method of exatly solving Kirho's equations, extensively desribed in Refs [13℄.
By using this method the urrent is preserved in all nodes of the square lattie and
the total entering and outgoing urrents of the sample are aurately idential.
In this paper we present a numerial study on 2d resistor network model for a large
frequeny range inluding the plasmon frequeny ωp around the bond perolation
threshold pc for smaller loss and larger size.
Conrming Koss and Stroud predition we show that the Drude peak dereases
by inreasing the system size. We show also that for vanishing losses Drude peak
inrease and, at perolation threshold pc, for low frequenies the distribution of the
real part of the eetive ondutivity is splitted in two branhes, the rst one is
due to the non perolate samples and the seond branh to the perolate ones. The
results allow us to test the validity of the above ited BEMA and LEMA.
2 Model desription
It is well known that in the optial frequeny region a semi-ontinuous metalli lm
an be modelled as a 2d RL − C lattie [2℄. Capaitors C stand for the dieletri
grains that have dieletri onstant ǫd, while the indutane L represents the metalli
grains haraterized for Drude metal by the following dieletri funtion [14℄,
ǫm(ω) = ǫb − (ωp/ω)
2/[1 + iωτ/ω] (1)
where ǫb is the ontribution to ǫm due to the inter-band transitions, ωτ = 1/τ is
the relaxation rate and ωp is the plasmon frequeny. While for dieletri grains, the
dieletri funtion is,
ǫd = cte (2)
The metal ondutivity σm = −iǫmω/4π is haraterized by positive imaginary
part in the optial frequeny region (indutive behavior) [2℄. We an then model the
metalli grains as indutanes L with loss R (σm = (R+ iLω)
−1
) while the dieletri
grains an be represented by apaitanes C (σd = iCω). We an take without loss
of generality, L = C = ωp = 1, (ωp orresponds to the ase where | σm |≃| σd |
for vanishing losses, i.e., Cωp = 1/Lωp). The indutane L and the apaitane C
an be assumed to be onstant in the range between 1/τ and ωp, we express in this
paper the frequeny in units of the plasmon frequeny (ω˜ = ω/ωp < 1).
We model the metal dieletri omposite lms as a square lattie omposed of
metalli bonds with ondutivity :
σm = (R + iω˜)
−1
(3)
and onentration p, and dieletri bonds with ondutivity:
σd = iω˜ (4)
2
and onentration 1− p.
In order to ompare with Zeng's results, we model the metal by a apaitane
parallel to RL branh, this is alled RL‖C model to be distinguished from the RL
one.
3 Results and disussion
We onsider a lattie of size n×n (n = 100, 200 and 600). If we hoose R = 10−3, the
smaller system size is larger than the orrelation length (following Zekri et al. [11℄,
the orrelation length behaves as R−1/2). We hoose then losses R not smaller than
the above value so that we ensure a orrelation length always smaller than the
system size. This avoids the size dependent eets of the ondutivity. The eetive
ondutivity here is averaged from 550 samples and ompared to Zeng's simulations
for only 5 samples.
Let us rst reprodue Zeng's results on the eetive ondutivity by exatly solving
Kirho laws [13℄ for an RL‖C model. We ompare them to RL model at pc with
R = 10−1. In Figure1a, the two models seem to produe idential results exept
near ω˜ = 1, where the real part of the ondutivity seems to vanish for RL‖C model
while it saturates for RL model, the divergene between the two models start from
the frequeny ω˜ = 0.35. Large utuations of this ondutivity are observed below
ω˜ = 10−2. We show also that the two models are in a good agreement with BEMA
for all the frequeny range investigated and are dierent from LEMA. Comparison
between the two models at pc with R = 10
−3
is done for sizes 100 and 200. They
produe also idential results but the utuations extends to the whole frequeny
range investigated. Then we have done alulations for large samples using RL
model. In Figure1b omparison between RL model for system sizes 100, 200 and
600 and both BEMA and LEMA is done at pc with R = 10
−3
. The size eet on
Drude peak is also investigated. The results obtained and BEMA are alike only
for frequenies ranged from 10−2 to 1, and they follow qualitatively LEMA for low
frequenies, where Drude peak inrease by dereasing the loss. We see also in this
gure that Drude peak dereases by inreasing the system size and should vanish
in the limit of innite systems as predited by Koss and Stroud [7℄. The data in
the desribed urves are diretly averaged (i. e. Arithmeti Average (AA) of the
550 samples for sizes 100 and 200 and 30 samples for the size 600). In order to
hek the validity of this average, the same results for the size 200 are plotted using
Logarithmi Average(LA). The LA urve and the AA one are alike for frequenies
ranged from 10−2 to 1, and they diverge for low frequenies.
It is then important to investigate the ondutivity distributions for frequenies
in the range examined here. For ω˜ = 1 the distribution of the real part is Gaussian
entered at 1. For ω˜ = 10−1 the distribution beomes broader and at ω˜ = 10−2
it beomes poissonian (the distributions for ω˜ = 1, 10−1 and 10−2 are not plotted
here). In Figures2a we show for ω˜ = 10−3 that the distribution is splitted in
two branhes, the rst one has the form of a peak entered at the viinity of zero
and the seond one has a low height and is broad, its width tends towards large
positive values. The two branhes distribution observed for frequenies less than
10−2 are the reason of the large divergene between AA and LA. In Figures2b and
3
2c we ompare for the frequeny ω˜ = 10−3 the distributions of the real part for
onentrations p of the metalli grains (RL bound) below and above pc. Above pc
means p−pc = 1/N
1/ν
and below pc, p−pc = −1/N
1/ν
where the onnetivity length
exponent ν [3℄ is 4/3 for d = 2 and N is the system size. The peak entered in the
viinity of zero (rst branh) inreases below pc and tends to disappear above pc,
whereas the width of the seond branh tends to disappear below pc, and inrease
above pc and beomes dominant. Therefore the two branhes appear only at pc.
The rst branh is related to the non perolate samples and the seond branh is
related to the perolate ones. Similar behavior of this ondutivity distribution has
been observed reently [15℄ for the distribution of the ritial links (singly onneted
links [3, 16℄). The disappearane of one branh orresponds to that observed for
ritial links below pc (also observed when the system size inrease [15℄). Suh
branh orresponds to ongurations for whih the innite luster has a very small
number of ritial links.
4 Conlusion
In this paper we have ompared (RLC) lattie model with BEMA and LEMA at and
near the perolation threshold pc for large and small loss in the metalli omponent.
For large loss the results and BEMA are alike for all the frequeny range investigated,
but for small loss they are alike only for frequenies ranged from 10−2 to 1, and they
follow qualitatively Landauer's approximation for lower frequenies. We have also
shown that for small loss the arithmeti and the logarithmi average of the real
part of the eetive ondutivity diverge for frequenies less than 10−2 due to two
branhes distribution of the real part of the eetive ondutivity. The rst one is
due to non perolate samples and the seond branh is due to perolate ones. We
showed also in this paper that Drude peak inreases by dereasing the metalli loss
and vanish with the size as predited by Stroud [7℄ at pc.
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Figure 1: a) R = 10−1, Arithmeti Average (AA) over 5 samples of size 100. b)
R = 10−3, RL model, AA over 550 samples for the sizes 100 and 200 and 30 samples
for the size 600. Logarithmi Average(LA) for the size 200. The real part of the
eetive ondutivity is expressed in arbitrary units and the frequeny is expressed
in units of the plasmon frequeny.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the real part of the eetive ondutivity expressed in
arbitrary units, using RL model and AA over 550 samples of size 200 at frequeny
ω˜ = 10−3, at pc (a), below pc (b) and above pc (c)
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